Ukraine blocks at UN Russia's manipulative resolution
Baltic intelligence agencies increasingly worry about China & Russia

Ukraine blocks at UN Russia's manipulative resolution on Covid-19.

Baltic intelligence agencies increasingly worry about threats from China in addition to Russia.

Fire in Chornobyl Zone spreads over 100 hectares. Radiation 10 times the norm.

Russia’s disinfection about Covid-19 is itself a dangerous virus.

Fire in Chornobyl exclusion zone extinguished. (Photo)

Russian propaganda spreads conspiracy that coronavirus could be designed to kill elderly Italians.

Russia's humanitarian aid to Italy: how Kremlin uses the Coronavirus pandemic to cover up its special operation.

Russian coronavirus disinformation: StopFakeNews with Marko Suprun (No. 278).

Ukrainian medics to help out in Italy.

Left: Moscow's efforts to Russianize non-Russians will lead to demise of Russian nation and Russian state, Gyllman says
Right: Russia keeps throwing coronavirus disinformation at the wall to see what sticks

The architecture of faith
Ukrainian government’s lack of leadership fuels coronavirus crisis

Vitaly Portnikov: It’s simply a matter of life and death. In fact, President Zelenskyy no longer has a majority in the Verkhovna Rada. As of today, he can rely on two coalition options to make principled decisions.

“The Ukrainian government’s lack of leadership fuels coronavirus crisis” – Author Yuri Polakiwsky.

The architecture of faith. How many Ukrainians believe in God.

Putin created unit that blew up apartment blocks in 1999 a year ahead of time, Kruglov says.
Russia rages as plans for legitimizing its proxy Donbas “republics” are foiled
Russia blocking transit of humanitarian aid to Ukraine for over a week

Apr.6. Russian-led forces violate ceasefire in Donbas 13 times. Ukrainian soldier wounded. Ukrainian positions come under mortar fire near Pavlopil.

Russia rages as plans for legitimizing its proxy Donbas “republics” are foiled.

NATO: Ceasefire should be fully implemented to be able to fight COVID-19 crisis in Ukraine's east.

Ukrainian army units to undergo 2-week quarantine before departure to JFO area.

Is Russia preparing new occupier forces at the Ukrainian border? (Informnapalm)

Ukrainian soldiers holding the line in Svitlodarsk direction, Donetsk region. shot down a Russian-made drone, which belonged to invaders, worth about $2 million.

Ukraine says it uncovered spy channel between naval officer, Russia's FSB.

Russia blocking transit of humanitarian aid to Ukraine for over a week – Bozhok.

Real coronavirus statistics hidden in occupied territories
From perfidy to repression: Russia’s crimes in Crimea

Reznikov: Real coronavirus statistics hidden in occupied territories.

Violent arrest, criminal charges for inconvenient information about COVID-19 in occupied Crimea & Russia.

Occupied Crimea faces tough quarantine restrictions.

From perfidy to repression. What crimes Russia has committed during the occupation of Crimea and is still committing on the peninsula.

Holy men. How Russian Orthodox priests helped

annex Crimea.
Crimean Tatar journalist Remzi Bekirov faces 20-year sentence for reporting repression.

61-year-old Crimean activist jailed for his pro-Ukraine views to go on trial in Russia.

5 years of torment for mother of Ukrainian POW seized by Russian-controlled Luhansk militants.

Historian of the Soviet Terror dies in a Russian Prison.
Ukraine introduces stricter COVID-19 measures
Moratorium on land sales no more

Cooperation with the IMF and the shadow of Kolomoyskyi, opinion polling, COVID-19 and more – uacrisis weekly update on Ukraine #13.

**Week's balance:** Rada launches land market and approves new finance minister, while Ukrainian economy struggles to survive coronavirus crisis.

Will Ukraine's newly created land market finally unlock IMF support? Weekly Wrap-Up (video)

**Economy in times of a pandemic:** two steps toward IMF’s conditions.

**IMF praises Ukraine's adoption of legislation** on banking, land reforms.

**Moratorium on land sales no more:** how Ukraine’s land market will operate with the new law.

**The who, what, when, and how much** of Ukraine’s new land market reform.

**Obligatory masks and no strolls in parks:** Ukraine introduces stricter COVID-19 crackdown measures.

**Indispensable oligarchs:** Ukraine turns to business leaders to support anti-coronavirus efforts.

Verkhovna Rada provides additional social, economic guarantees due to coronavirus.

“The government has to protect us, or there won’t be anyone left to protect” the people”: interview with Ukrainian doctor.

**Second phase of medical reform begins** in Ukraine.

Caretakers of public cemeteries in Dnipro, a city in southeastern Ukraine, have been ordered to dig 600 graves and thousands of body bags have been preordered for potential coronavirus victims.

**Non-quarantine diseases:** how serious illnesses are treated during coronavirus epidemic.

**Svytokh dismissed** from post of adviser to NSDC secretary.

Government raises 2020 inflation forecast to 11.6%.

**Ukraine increases exports of grain crops** and legumes by 22.5% in current MY.

Ukrainian whistle-blower MP faces criminal probe after reporting high-level corruption.

How Ukraine’s education system adapts to coronavirus quarantine.

International hackathon aims to build more resilient societies

Ukrainian Liki24 listed among startups supporting Europe’s covid efforts

Ukrainian Liki24 listed among startups supporting Europe’s coronavirus efforts. International hackathon aims to fight pandemic and build more resilient societies (April 9-20)
Friends in Need: Muslims and Jews in Crimea

Discover Ukraine with 3D tours of the best places

Ukraine WOW is a project described as a declaration of love. Now, from the comfort of your couch, you too can take the interactive exhibition-trip around Ukraine and with Ukraine as a companion.

Friends in Need: Muslims and Jews in Crimea. The “For East and West” research project explores Ukrainians' attitudes to history: in this case how the two cultures coexisted in peace on the peninsula.
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